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The Forest of Uncertainty
HIGHLIGHTS

Managing client money requires constant vigilance and monitoring. Money mangers track breaking
news, daily market moves, economic data points, weekly supply of bonds and IPO’s, presidential

• Uncertainty keeping

polls, worldwide elections, and global current events as they unfold. We would love to tune out

decision-makers on the

bombastic TV anchors, but turning off the business news risks missing the next breaking story.

sidelines

The investing landscape is wrought with event risk that cannot be ignored, so we suffer the talking

• Idle cash and less risktaking are diluting impact
of FOMC accommodation
• Few signs of improving
clarity in near-term

heads throughout the trading day. The dominance of short term thinking is starkly illustrated with
mid-day segments akin to “call the close”, where prognosticators offer their best guess of how the
markets will finish. Are we really investing in four-hour time horizons now? We immerse ourselves
in the swarm of up-to-the-minute information in an effort to stay ahead of an ever-evolving market.
However, we must relentlessly struggle to maintain a long-term perspective amid all the short-term
noise. As we reach the midpoint of 2012 (already?), we take a step back and review some of the
big picture themes that we believe are shaping markets beyond the day-to-day fluctuations.

• Caprin continues to
position portfolios slightly
long of each strategy’s

Bernanke vs. the Uncertainty Premium

respective benchmarks,

Despite the market’s recent disappointment that the June 20 FOMC meeting did not yield concrete

taking cue from

plans for further quantitative easing, it is hard to make the case that our economy and markets

accommodative Fed

suffer from a lack of liquidity.
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The Federal Reserve and Federal Government have flooded the economy with a monetary and
fiscal cocktail for the past 3+ years that has produced little evidence of establishing a healthy,
sustainable growth trajectory. The problem is not that there isn’t enough money in the system; the
problem is that there isn’t enough money flowing through the system. This concept of “velocity”,
which measures the multiplier effect of increases in money supply on economic growth, continues
to befuddle policymakers. Despite their best efforts in piping the water to the house, they can’t
seem to turn on the taps. In our view, the prime culprit is persistent uncertainty. The current
landscape instills little confidence for improved clarity any time soon.
At its simplest, monetary policy is an effort to affect behavior. During an economic slowdown,
policymakers hope that lower rates will force decision-makers to eschew savings while increasing
spending and investment, spurring economic growth. However, heightened uncertainty renders
savings more attractive and risk taking less appealing, diluting the impact of monetary policy.
Consumers lacking confidence in their job prospects or the ability to sell their homes are less likely
to spend and more likely to save. Businesses unsure of the economic climate, their regulatory
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challenges, or their ultimate healthcare costs may be less likely to open that new plant or expand
into that new product line, foregoing the new jobs that would have come with those investments.
Investors still stinging from equity market losses in 2008 take cover in cash and other perceived
low-risk investments like Treasury obligations. Individuals and businesses alike face unclear
changes to tax rates, affecting spending and savings patterns today.
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Today’s climate is such that even with interest rates near zero, consumers, businesses, and
investors prioritize preservation and “return of capital” over “return on capital”. The Fed is running
out of tools as interest rates close in on the floor of zero. Just a few of the myriad factors feeding
apprehension (with our take on each):
Europe – the dominant story. Does Greece exit the Euro? If so, are Italy and Spain far behind?
Does the Euro break up entirely? Can meaningful reform and productive bailout packages pass
through a complex structure laden with players motivated by competing self-interests? The
implications for global growth, market sentiment, and “risk-on/risk-off” trending are consequential.
We continue to believe that the Euro remains intact, but we are less confident than we were six
months ago (please see a recent post on our blog that explores how Euro participation provides a

sustainable growth

huge economic windfall for Germany). We also expect “holy grail” solutions to remain elusive as
bold proposals give way through concession to watered down compromises. This suggests to us a

trajectory.”

continuation of swings from exasperation and dire concern to sighs of relief and sparkles of hope;
uncertainty perpetuated.
Oil markets – A softening demand picture and increasing US stockpiles have helped bring down
oil prices by over 25% from highs earlier in the year. This swift retraction should meaningfully
alleviate “pain at the pump” and may spur consumer activity through the remainder of the summer.
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  Figure 3. NYMEX Light Sweet Crude price ($ per barrel)
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However, with the Muslim Brotherhood gaining clout in Egypt and continued unrest in Syria, the
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Middle East remains ripe for turmoil that could dramatically turn the oil market on a dime. For the
time being, OPEC seems committed to a range of $80 to $100 per barrel, but geopolitical strife may
have other plans.
Regulations – This impacts several areas of the economy from energy to healthcare, but nowhere
is the effect on the velocity of money more severe than in the banking industry. For the banks,
what are the implications of Dodd-Frank and the infamous Volker rule? How do capital
requirements evolve? Do banks spin-off their proprietary trading operations or even “de-bank” in
some cases? When does the tide of mortgage-related loan losses finally ease? Is it any surprise

Municipal
bonds is of
	
  
particular interest
given some of the
disparate proposals
that have been
bandied about.”

that banks are hoarding cash and capital to protect themselves from the runs that claimed so many
victims in 2008? Banks get grief for not lending more (slowing the velocity of money), but do we
really want the banks making more bad loans? Do we want businesses and individuals to take on
more debt after working so painfully to de-lever over the past 3 years? We expect the banking
industry to remain in a defensive posture, at least through the election. Don’t look for a surge in
loan growth and corresponding economic lift until banks have a better idea of the eventual
regulatory path.
US Presidential Election – This one at least has a reliable timetable. We are on the eve of what
is shaping up to be one nasty election season. Expect the noise and fear-mongering to crescendo
leading up to November. Candidates and pundits will be warning of the Armageddon that will result
if the “other guy” gets elected. We hardly anticipate this hostile environment to instill much investor
confidence. Setting aside the politics and taking a hard read of how markets might respond to
results, our best guess is that a Romney win sets up an equity and risk asset rally through the end
of the year. Markets may reflect the anticipation of a more business-friendly climate with alleviated
regulatory and tax burdens. An Obama win, on the other hand, may set the tone for the
continuation of trends established over the past three years: lower interest rates and volatile but
broadly deflated equity prices.
Taxes – an extension of election uncertainty, as the winner will largely determine direction and
severity. Tax treatment for Municipal bonds is of particular interest given some of the disparate
proposals that have been bandied about. We would not be surprised to see some modification, but
would be shocked to see an elimination of the tax benefit of Muni’s, even if the election winner
would love to sock it to “the rich” Muni bondholder. State and local governments are not in a
position to easily face higher borrowing costs and a more limited access to capital that would likely
arise from an elimination of the subsidy. We would expect significant opposition at the state and
local level from governors and treasurers, republicans and democrats alike, to any proposal to
eliminate tax exemption.
As these and other issues remain unresolved, the weight of uncertainty continues to hang around
the necks of decision-makers and impede sustainable recovery. With persistently weak economic
growth, we expect the FOMC to remain accommodative through its current stated timetable.
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We do not anticipate investors fleeing the perceived safety of Treasuries, cash, and other low-risk
fixed
	
   income instruments, other than for brief pockets of optimism that eventually fade back to
reflect economic reality.

Caprin Positioning
Accordingly, we continue to invest portfolios towards the longer end of their allowable average
maturity ranges. This should position portfolios to better take advantage of a protracted lower
interest rate environment. We also battle to counteract depressed Treasury and AAA Muni bond
yields. This entails enhancing portfolio income through select corporate bond purchases in our
Taxable strategies and bonds issued for business-type activities in our Muni strategies. Security
selection and rigorous credit evaluation remains paramount when pursuing these opportunities.
Within our managed ETF strategies, we seek to deploy timely rotation among segments of the fixed
income market. We currently see value in investment grade corporate ETF’s and longer dated high
yield Muni ETF’s within our allocations.
Current events and short-term market swings are the trees in our faces every day. It is
irresponsible to ignore them. But we must resolutely focus on the big picture and longer-term
drivers when positioning fixed income portfolios that are not designed to turn on a dime. In our
view, the forest, the fundamental headwind to sustainable recovery, remains the ongoing
uncertainty weighing upon decision-makers, the economy, and global markets.

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or
product made reference to directly or indirectly in this piece, will be profitable , equal any corresponding indicated historical
performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions , the content
may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion of
information contained in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice from Caprin Asset
Management. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability to their situation of any specific issue
discussed above, they are encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of their choosing. A copy of our current written
disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.

